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The traditional Coulomb’s earth pressure theory does not consider the effect of local surcharge on the lateral earth pressure and its critical failure angle. However, in practice, local surcharges commonly act on the surface of frozen backfill that is affected by freeze-thaw actions in cold regions and tend to affect the active thrust and its position. In paper, analytical solutions for estimating the active thrust, critical wedge failure angle, and action position subject to a local surcharge in cold regions are proposed. Herein, the simplified equivalent moment of surcharge is adopted on the premise of maintaining Coulomb’s earth pressure assumptions. The formula derivation is provided as a typical example to obtain the active thrust, critical wedge failure angle, and its position under a strip surcharge. Compared with previous approaches, the proposed solutions lead to easier evaluation of all indexes associated with Coulomb’s active earth pressure. Meanwhile, the expressions of Coulomb’s earth pressure under other types of nonuniform loading acting on the wall are discussed. In addition, sensitivity is performed to assess the effect of some main parameters. The results indicate that the dip angle of retaining wall-back and the friction angle of frozen backfill soil are two most significant indexes that influence the active thrust and its position.

1. Introduction

Coulomb’s earth pressure theory, proposed in 1776, assumes a planar failure surface developed within cohesion-less backfill [1]. Namely, the possible failure shape is regarded as a geometric invariable wedge. The earth pressure against the retaining wall can then be handily analyzed and approximated. In geotechnical engineering, Coulomb’s earth pressure theory has been widely used to estimate the earth pressure against retaining structures [2–7].

The classical Coulomb’s earth pressure theory considers the influence of self-weight of backfill on the earth pressure acting on the retaining structures. Practically, however, surcharges (in form of static loading, dynamic loading, and cyclic loading) are commonly present on the surface of backfill and tend to influence the earth pressure [8–12]. Besides, due to the effect of surcharge, the corresponding reinforcement treatment also has a great influence on the lateral distribution of earth pressure [13]. Therefore, it is necessary to extend classical Coulomb’s earth pressure theory by considering the influence of various surcharges. Some studies have been carried out for this purpose. For instance, some researchers improved Coulomb’s earth pressure models under the global surcharge condition based on the theoretical method [14–19], and a few attempted to improve Coulomb’s earth pressure model for the global surcharge using experimental tests [20, 21]. Numerical methods [22, 23] have also been used to modify the traditional Coulomb’s earth pressure model with a uniformly distributed surcharge.
In practice, the surcharges acting on the top surface of backfill also include nonuniform local surcharges, such as concentrated loading, strip loading, double concentrated loading, and triangular loading. The earth pressures under these conditions may be overestimated using previous methods based on uniformly distributed loading. However, the earth pressure analyses in presence of the local loading have rarely been studied. Ke et al. and Faraneh investigated the active earth pressure’s variation regularity aiming at different distribution patterns of strip loadings in virtue of the closed vector polygon of force method [24, 25]. Zhao, Georgiadis, and Anagnostopoulos et al. carried out a series of hydraulic loading tests to analyze the active earth pressure’s variation regularity by adjusting the patterns of strip loading value and its force position [26, 27]. Despite these research outcomes, some significant defects still exist. Firstly, the derived formulas are too complex to apply in practice directly. It is difficult to achieve the accurate evaluation results of active earth pressure. Secondly, the consideration behavior of surcharge loading forms seems to be relatively single. In the previous works, the strip loading was just discussed to establish the evolution system. Some special nonuniformly distributed loading such as double strip loading, triangular loading, double triangular loading have been rarely studied.

In cold regions engineering, the backfill is always in a negative temperature state and forms frozen backfill with shorter thawed period and longer frozen period [28]. The frozen backfill in permafrost is different from common backfill because it is composed of solid particles, plastic ice crystals, unfrozen water, and gaseous components [29–31]. Therefore, You and Guo et al. found that the mechanical properties of frozen backfill are susceptible to the soil temperature and moisture based on permafrost engineering monitoring in the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau [32, 33]. Zhang, Teng, and Xu et al. conducted a series of tests to study the relationship between mechanical parameters of frozen soil and temperature and established the strength criterion for frozen soil, which is different from the traditional strength criterion [34–37]. Thus, it is necessary for studying the behavior of frozen backfill subject to local surcharge to consider the influence of ambient temperature.

In this study, the aim is to develop a systematic analytical solution for estimating active thrust, critical wedge failure angle, and action position under different local surcharges acting on frozen backfill in cold regions. By adopting the basic assumptions of Coulomb’s earth pressure theory, a simplified method considering equivalent moment of surcharge is proposed to represent different types of local surcharges located on any position of the frozen backfill top. The detailed derivation procedures are also provided as a typical example to obtain the active thrust, critical wedge failure angle, and its action position subject to a strip surcharge. Furthermore, some other expressions of Coulomb’s earth pressure suffering from most of other nonuniformly distributed loading acting on frozen backfill are proposed. The sensitivities of some main parameters involving Coulomb’s earth pressure theory to the earth pressure for the local surcharge are also discussed.

2. Proposed Analytical Model for the Cohesion-Less Backfill Subject to Local Surcharge

2.1. Assumption of Failure Surface. When the wall friction $\delta \neq 0$, the failure surface commonly tends to a complex surface related to the wall displacement mode [38]. However, the model established in this work aims to analyze the effect of local loading on active earth pressure within the statics condition strictly, which can be regarded as an extension Coulomb’s earth pressure model. Additionally, the shape of failure surface can be considered as a plane in cohesion-less backfill on the basis of basic assumption of the traditional Coulomb’s earth pressure theory [39, 40]. Therefore, in order to catch the core question about the effect of local surcharge on the earth pressure for frozen backfill, the failure surface is assumed as a plane condition and the failure wedge shape also is regarded as a geometric invariable body, which means that its shape will not change regardless of any surcharge loading conditions. The similar treatments are also adopted by some former literature [24, 41–43].

2.2. Stability Analysis with Possible Failure Wedge. The basic Coulomb’s earth pressure models subject to strip loadings are shown in Figures 1 and 2. A strip loading is located on the right of the gravity center of frozen backfill on Figure 1 and on the left of the gravity center of frozen backfill on Figure 2. The models are described as follows: (1) a gravity retaining wall with an inclined back face (incline angle $\alpha$); (2) a cohesion-less soil (for instance, sandy soil) is backfilled behind the wall; (3) the frozen backfill surface has a constant inclination angle $\beta$ to the horizontal direction; and (4) the possible failure wedge maintains a geometric invariable body and the failure slip angle can be regarded as a constant $\theta$.

The related forces are involved in this model as follows:

1. The total weight of cohesive-less soil wedge $G$: the weight $G$ can be obtained easily according to its frozen backfill soil density and its corresponding wedge volume.

2. The intensity of local strip loading $q$ acting on one place of frozen backfill surface: the accurate value $q$ should be definite according to the requirement of our model.

3. The resultant back force $E$ of retaining wall with the inclination angle $\delta$ relative to normal direction to the back face: herein, the back force position $C'$ should be unknown.

4. The resultant counter force $R$ acting on the probable failure surface with the inclination angle $\varphi$ relative to normal direction to the failure slip face: the inclination angle $\varphi$ of resultant counter force is equal to internal friction angle of frozen backfill soil which is effected by soil temperature [32, 33, 44]. Thus, the $\phi$ can be defined as $\Phi(T)$. Likewise, the slip counter position $D'$ is also unknown.

Therefore, it is clear that there exist four unknown parameters: $E$, $R$ and their action sites $C'$, $D'$. However, only
three equilibrium equations can be established according to the forces equilibrium condition of failure wedge. Accordingly, it is necessary to obtain a correlation formula with two unknown variables in order to realize the analytical solution.

Supposing there is no exterior local loading acting on the surface of frozen backfill and only self-weight of probable failure wedge is considered, the resultant force \( E' \) should be acted at the centroid situation \( C \) (namely, \( H/3 \)). And we also suppose the action position of failure surface resultant force \( R' \) located in some one situation \( D \). In comparison, if there exists a local strip loading acting on the surface of frozen backfill, the correlations among the abovementioned forces can be divided into the following three cases:

1. If the equivalent action position of local loading just locates on the action line of gravity, the original \( E' \) and \( R' \) should increase to the new \( E \) and \( R \), respectively. However, both their action positions remain unchanged.

2. If the equivalent action position of local loading distributes on the right of the action line of gravity center (seen in Figure 1(a)), according to the transfer effect of force in granular soil \([45, 46]\), the action position of \( R \) will move upward from the original \( D \) to \( D' \), while the action position of \( E \) will move downward from the original \( C \) to \( C' \). In order to build a unified analysis model, we use an equivalent

\[
\lambda = b + B/2 - d
\]

\[
d = b + B/2 - d
\]

Figure 1: The midpoint of strip loading is on the right of the backfill gravity center. (a) Physical model. (b) Equivalent moment model.

Figure 2: The midpoint of strip loading is on the left of the backfill gravity center. (a) Physical model. (b) Equivalent moment model.
moment to treatment to the surcharge condition as follows: firstly, we move the equivalent concentrated loading \( P \) (if the local load is a strip load, the concentrated loading can be expressed as \( P = Bq \)) to the action line of gravity and add an equivalent additional moment \( M \). Then, we move the resultant force \( E \) back from the original \( C_1 \) to the new site \( C \) and add an equivalent additional moment \( M_1 \), and also we move back the failure surface resultant force \( R \) from its original site \( D_1 \) to the new \( D \) and provide an equivalent additional moment \( M_2 \). The new equivalent moment model of surcharge located on the right of gravity center can be seen in Figure 1(b).

(3) If the equivalent action position of local loading distributes on the left of the action line of gravity center (Figure 2(a)), similarly, the reverse equivalent additional moments \( M_1, M_1, \) and \( M_2 \) can be also obtained. Meanwhile, the equivalent moment model of this kind of surcharge can be demonstrated as in Figure 2(b).

Accordingly, a new physical model including the equivalent concentrated loading and its corresponding equivalent additional moment can be established. In this model, the concentrated loading \( P \) only affects the value changes of the parameters \( E \) and \( R \), and the equivalent additional moment \( M \) controls the action positions \( C_1 \) and \( D_1 \). Herein, in order to study the correlation formula with some two abovementioned unknown variables, we present a new variable \( \mu = n/m \) (it presents the ratio between the vertical distance \( n \) from sites \( C_1 \) to \( C \) and the vertical distance \( m \) from sites \( D_1 \) to \( D \)). It should be impacted by physical and mechanism parameters of the frozen backfill soil and the back face soil interaction. Supposing the value of \( \mu \) is known, it will tend to be easy to establish the three equilibrium equations with three unknown variables: \( E, R, \) and \( \mu \). Hereby, the accuracy and variability of this model will be only affected by the new variable \( \mu \).

3. Formula Derivation Processes considering the Influence of Freezing-Thawing Process

3.1. Geometric Parameters of Possible Failure Wedge. The physical model of possible failure wedge is illustrated in Figure 3, and the length of probable failure surface is expressed by \( J \). The distance from the midpoint of probable failure surface to the vertex of back face of retaining wall is presented as \( e \), while the length of upper face of probable failure wedge is \( L \).

According to the sines law, the following correlations can be obtained:

\[
\frac{J}{\sin((\pi/2) + \beta - \alpha)} = \frac{(H/\cos \alpha)}{\sin(\theta - \beta)} = \frac{L}{\sin((\pi/2) + \alpha - \theta)}
\]

Furthermore,

\[
J = \frac{H \cdot \cos(\beta - \alpha)}{\cos \alpha \cdot \sin(\theta - \beta)}
\]

\[
L = \frac{H \cdot \cos(\alpha - \theta)}{\cos \alpha \cdot \sin(\theta - \beta)}
\]

(2)

Then, the area \( S \) of the probable failure wedge can be expressed as the following form:

\[
S = \frac{(1/2) \cdot (H/\cos \alpha)}{L \cdot \sin((\pi/2) + \beta - \alpha)} = \frac{H^2 \cos(\alpha - \theta) \cdot (\beta - \alpha)}{2 \cos^2 \alpha \cdot \sin(\theta - \beta)}
\]

(3)

Hence, the gravity of frozen backfill can be presented as

\[
G = \gamma S = \frac{\gamma H^2 \cos(\alpha - \theta) \cdot \cos(\beta - \alpha)}{2 \cos^2 \alpha \cdot \sin(\theta - \beta)}
\]

(4)

The horizontal distance \( d \) from the gravity center of probable failure wedge to the vertex of back face of wall can be achieved as

\[
d = \sin(\eta + \alpha) \cdot \frac{2}{3} e = \left(\frac{2}{3}\right) e \left(\sin \eta \cdot \cos \alpha + \cos \eta \cdot \sin \alpha\right).
\]

(5)

These two formulas can be obtained according to the trigonometric law where \( \sin \eta = (J \cos(\alpha - \theta)/2e) \) and \( \cos \eta = ((2H/\cos \alpha - J \sin(\theta - \alpha))/2e) \), we substitute them into formula (5), and the horizontal distance \( d \) can be obtained:

\[
d = \frac{2}{3} H \tan \alpha + \frac{H \cos \theta \cdot \cos(\beta - \alpha)}{3 \cos \alpha \cdot \sin(\theta - \beta)}
\]

(6)

3.2. Active Earth Pressure. According to the static equilibrium of probable failure wedge,
\[ \sum F_x = 0, \quad E \cos(\alpha + \delta) - R \sin[\theta - \Phi(T)] = 0, \quad (7) \]
\[ \sum F_y = 0, \quad Bq - E \sin(\alpha + \delta) - R \cos[\theta - \Phi(T)] + G = 0. \quad (8) \]

\[ R = \frac{2Bq \cdot \cos^2 \alpha \cdot \sin(\theta - \beta) + \gamma H^2 \cos(\beta - \alpha) \cdot \cos(\alpha - \theta)}{2 \cos^2 \alpha \cdot \cos[\theta - \Phi(T)] \cdot \sin(\theta - \beta) + 2 \cos^2 \alpha \cdot \tan(\alpha + \delta) \cdot \sin[\theta - \Phi(T)] \cdot \sin(\theta - \beta)} \quad (9) \]
\[ E = \frac{2Bq \cdot \cos^2 \alpha \cdot \sin(\theta - \beta) + \gamma H^2 \cos(\beta - \alpha) \cdot \cos(\alpha - \theta)}{2 \cos^2 \alpha \cdot \sin(\alpha + \delta) \cdot \sin(\theta - \beta) + 2 \cos^2 \alpha \cdot \cos(\alpha + \delta) \cdot \cot[\theta - \Phi(T)] \cdot \sin(\theta - \beta)} \quad (10) \]

It is easy to be observed that these values of \( B, q, \alpha, \beta, \delta, \gamma, \) and \( H \) are the constants, the \( \Phi(T) \) is a relative constant when the soil temperature is fixed, and only the \( \theta \) is a variable parameter. In order to determine the maximum value (namely, the active thrust \( E_a \)) under the critical value condition (the critical wedge failure angle \( \theta_{cr} \)), the functional derivation can be used as
\[ \left( \frac{dE}{d\delta} \right) = 0. \quad (11) \]

The solving processes of all the preceding equations used the iterative method which works in the mathematical calculation software Matlab 7.0 [47]. In special case, if we substitute the critical value \( \theta_{cr} \) into (10), the ultimate failure wedge can be fixed. And the corresponding active earth pressure \( E_a \) under strip loading can be obtained.

It also should be noted that (10) can be restored to the original Coulomb’s active earth pressure formula if the surcharge disappears which is \( P = 0 \) (\( B = 0 \) or \( q = 0 \)).

3.3. Action Position of Active Force. According to the moment equilibrium of failure wedge,
\[ \sum M = 0 = \lambda Bq = \left( \frac{\cos \delta}{\cos \alpha} \right) mE + \frac{\cos[\Phi(T)]}{\sin \theta_{cr}} nR, \quad (12) \]
wherein the parameter \( \lambda \) is the horizontal distance from the midpoint of strip loading to the gravity center of failure wedge.

If the midpoint of strip load locates on the right of the action line of gravity center, the vertical distance \( m \) from sites \( D' \) to \( D \) can be expressed as
\[ m = \frac{\lambda Bq}{(\cos \delta / \cos \alpha) E + (\cos[\Phi(T)] / \sin \theta_{cr}) R \mu}, \quad (13) \]
where \( \lambda = b + (B/2) − d \). And the corresponding parameter \( Z_{E_a} \) can be expressed as
\[ Z_{E_a} = \left( \frac{2}{3} \right) H + m. \quad (14) \]

And referring to (4), (7), and (8), the resultant force \( E \) and the failure surface resultant force \( R \) can be obtained as
\[ m = \frac{\lambda Bq}{(\cos \delta / \cos \alpha) E + (\cos[\Phi(T)] / \sin \theta_{cr}) R \mu}, \quad (15) \]
where \( \lambda = d - b - (B/2) \). Of course, \( Z_{E_a} \) can be expressed as
\[ Z_{E_a} = \left( \frac{2}{3} \right) H - m. \quad (16) \]

4. Comparison and Discussions
4.1. Extension Exploration of the Coulomb’s Earth Pressure Based on the Equivalent Moment Model. A simplified analytical solution to solve the active thrust, wedge failure angle, and active thrust’s action position is associated with the strip surcharge in the aforementioned section. As a matter of fact, it should be possible to obtain Coulomb’s earth pressure parameters by means of our proposed equivalent moment model if any kinds of the local surcharge acting on the frozen backfill surface can satisfy the following two requirements simultaneously. Firstly, the local surcharge can be equivalent to one or more concentrated loadings. Secondly, the action positions of these equivalent concentrated loadings should be determined.

Extension explorations are also given in this section to discuss Coulomb’s earth pressure evaluation under some other types of nonuniformly distributed surcharges such as double strip loading and triangular loading. The physical models and their corresponding equivalent moment models of double strip surcharge and triangular surcharge are demonstrated in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.

With respect to the double strip surcharges, it can also be simplified as the pattern that concentrated loadings and equivalent moments according to the similar equivalent moment model treatment. Therefore, the active thrust \( E_a \) and its action position \( Z_{E_a} \) can be expressed as follows.

The active thrust \( E_a \):
Figure 4: Double strip surcharge condition for the retaining wall. (a) Physical model. (b) Equivalent moment model.

Figure 5: Continued.
If the total of equivalent moments $M + M_1 \geq 0$, the active thrust’s action position $Z_{E_a}$ should be expressed as

$$Z_{E_a} = \frac{2}{3} H + m. \tag{18}$$

where the parameter $m$ associated with vertical distance due to the surcharge should be represented as

$$m = \frac{B_1 q_1 (b_1 + (B_1/2) - d) - Bq (d - b - (B/2))}{(\cos \delta / \cos \alpha) E_a + (\cos [\Phi (T)] / \sin \theta_a) R \mu}. \tag{19}$$

If $M + M_1 \leq 0$, the position $Z_{E_a}$ changes to another expression as

$$Z_{E_a} = \frac{2}{3} H - m. \tag{20}$$

If the equivalent concentrated loading of triangular loading locates on the right of the action line of gravity center, the vertical distance $m$ from sites $D_1$ to $D$ can be expressed as

$$m = \frac{\lambda Bq}{(\cos \delta / \cos \alpha)2E_a + (\cos [\Phi (T)] / \sin \theta_a)2R \mu}, \tag{23}$$

where $\lambda = b + (2B/3) - d$. And the corresponding parameter $Z_{E_a}$ can be expressed as

$$E_a = \frac{Bq \cdot \cos^2 \alpha \cdot \sin (\theta - \beta) + \gamma H^2 \cdot \cos (\beta - \alpha) \cdot \cos (\alpha - \theta_a) - 2 \cos^2 \alpha \cdot \sin (\alpha + \theta) \cdot \sin (\theta - \beta) + 2 \cos^2 \alpha \cdot \cos (\alpha + \theta) \cdot \cos (\alpha + \theta_a) - \theta_a}{2 \cos^2 \alpha \cdot \sin (\alpha + \theta) \cdot \sin (\theta - \beta)} \tag{17}$$

where the parameter $m$ is

$$m = \frac{Bq (d - b - (B/2)) - B_1 q_1 (b_1 + (B_1/2) - d)}{(\cos \delta / \cos \alpha) E_a + (\cos [\Phi (T)] / \sin \theta_a) R \mu}. \tag{21}$$

Supposing that the surcharge working on the frozen backfill surface presents a triangular shape, it still can be simplified according to the proposed equivalent moment model. Meanwhile, the location of active force also can be divided into the left or right of the centroid of frozen backfill. The front physical model and its equivalent moment model are demonstrated in Figures 5(a) and 5(b), while the latter one is in Figures 5(c) and 5(d).

The active thrust $E_a$ has the same expression as follows regardless of the position of surcharge:

$$E_a = \frac{Bq \cdot \cos^2 \alpha \cdot \sin (\theta - \beta) + \gamma H^2 \cdot \cos (\beta - \alpha) \cdot \cos (\alpha - \theta_a) - 2 \cos^2 \alpha \cdot \sin (\alpha + \theta) \cdot \sin (\theta - \beta) + 2 \cos^2 \alpha \cdot \cos (\alpha + \theta) \cdot \cos (\alpha + \theta_a) - \theta_a}{2 \cos^2 \alpha \cdot \sin (\alpha + \theta) \cdot \sin (\theta - \beta)} \tag{22}$$

$$Z_{E_a} = \frac{2}{3} H + m. \tag{24}$$

If the equivalent concentrated loading of triangular loading is on the left of the action line of gravity center, the parameter $m$ can be listed as

$$m = \frac{\lambda Bq}{(\cos \delta / \cos \alpha)2E_a + (\cos [\Phi (T)] / \sin \theta_a)2R \mu}, \tag{25}$$

where $\lambda = d - b - (2B/3)$. Of course, $Z_{E_a}$ can be expressed as
\[ Z_{E_a} = \left( \frac{2}{3} \right) H - m. \] (26)

4.2. Comparison with the Previous Models and the Current Proposed Model. Ke presented an analytical calculation to Coulomb’s earth pressure on the basis of the closed vector polygon of force method [24]. The assumption of model is similar to the traditional Coulomb’s earth pressure theory, but the strip surcharge was taken into account and the cohesive force of backfill was not ignored. His analytical solution to Coulomb’s earth pressure could be acquired with the help of complicated iterative computation. It is hard to use into practice unless undergoing a computer calculation program. Moreover, the action position of active thrust cannot be achieved for this method. Ying proposed a static equilibrium model to analyze the effect of strip loading on the active earth pressure for cohesion-less backfill [41]. The model is relatively simple and easier to apply into the calculation of Coulomb’s earth pressure. However, a significant drawback exists that the effect of surcharge on the critical wedge failure angle \( \theta_{cr} \) has been ignored. In fact, the critical wedge failure angle should be changed remarkably if the extra surcharge appears. Furthermore, the back face of retaining wall was limited as the vertical condition (that is, \( \alpha = 0 \)) and the action position of active thrust was also not obtained in virtue of this method. Greco developed a meaningful analytical solution to analyze the effect of strip surcharge on active earth pressure for cohesion-less backfill [43]. He adopted the sectional static equilibrium method to study the influence of strip surcharge locating on different given positions on the Coulomb’s earth pressure. The backfill was divided into some subblocks in the light of the active positions of surcharges and the toe of retaining wall. This method should be more comprehensive to calculate all the involved parameters relative to active Coulomb’s earth pressure than the above two methods. However, it still has some defects that the calculation process is too complicated to extend into practical engineering and nonuniformly distributed loading cannot be worked.

In addition, the physical and mechanical parameters of frozen backfill are deeply affected by soil temperature [34–37, 44, 48, 49]. For cohesion-less frozen backfill, soil has different internal friction angles under variable temperature conditions. According to the results of experimental study carried out by Yan et al. [44], the variation of internal friction angle of soil with temperature during freezing and thawing process is shown in Figure 6. With the decrease of soil temperature, the internal friction angles of frozen soil obviously decrease, and there are three changing stages. Under positive temperature, the internal friction angle has little change. When water-ice phase transition begins, the internal friction angle gradually decreases. In the stable freezing stage, the internal friction angle slowly decreases. In addition, the internal friction angle in frozen period is slightly higher than that in thawed period. Yan et al. believed that it is caused by the pressure melting action of frozen soil. Therefore, with the decrease of frozen soil temperature, the active thrust, critical wedge failure angle, and action position subjected to various surcharge will vary, which can be calculated by the above equations.

In order to verify the accuracy of new equivalent moment model, a cohesive-less frozen backfill retaining wall suffering from different strip surcharges is chosen as a typical case to compare with the aforementioned other models [24, 41, 43]. The detailed basic parameters are listed in Table 1. The involved parameters \( E_{a}, \theta_{cr}, \) and \( Z_{E_a} \) with the Coulomb’s active earth pressure would tend to change along with changes of these variables \( a, \beta, b, B, \) and \( q. \) We used the mathematical calculation program Matlab 7.0 [47]. Table 2 presents a comprehensive calculation list aiming at the previous works [24, 41, 43] and our proposed model.

According to the comparison results among these models, it is clear that the results using the new equivalent moment model are close to other methods. It can be verified that our proposed model should be reliable to analyze Coulomb’s active earth pressure subject to the local surcharge. Moreover, it can be observed that there are more advantages. Firstly, the calculation results using this model are more comprehensive than other methods; all the involved parameters \( E_{a}, \theta_{cr}, \) and \( Z_{E_a} \) can be obtained simultaneously by the equivalent moment model. However, it is difficult to achieve all the results by the other methods. Secondly, this model includes more kinds of local surcharges; it provides a new way to calculate the active earth pressure aiming at any kinds of local surcharges. Thirdly, the mechanics concept of this model is definite and the calculation formula as well as the analysis process is relatively
simple. It should be regarded as more widely applied in engineering practice.

5. Sensitive Analysis of Important Influence Indexes on Active Earth Pressure

In practical engineering, it is very important to reduce the lateral earth pressure against the retaining structure and maintain the retaining structure stable. Therefore, it is worthy assessing the effect of various parameters on the Coulomb’s active earth pressure. The influences of $\alpha$ (dip angle of the retaining wall-back), $\beta$ (dip angle of the frozen backfill soil), $\delta$ (friction angle of the retaining wall-back), and $\phi$ (friction angle of the frozen backfill soil) are illustrated below using sensitivity analyses. The value of one parameter is varied while those of others are kept constant to assess their effect on the Coulomb’s active earth pressure parameters $E_a$, $\theta_{cr}$, and $Z_{E_a}$. The value intervals have been listed in Table 3.

Figure 7 presents the influence characteristics of these variables on changes of active thrust $E_a$ along with the increase of concentrated loading $P$. Some significant phenomenon can be summarized: (1) the active thrust $E_a$ tends to a linear increase following the surcharge increasing, which is suitable to the actual practice. (2) For the friction angles of failure wedge, the active thrust $E_a$ commonly decreases accompanied with the variables $\delta$ and $\phi$ increasing; meanwhile, the friction angle of frozen backfill soil $\phi$ has much more significant influence on the active earth pressure than the friction angle of retaining wall-back $\delta$. In cold regions, it is more meaningful for improving the roughness of wall-back to fill with more coarse backfill and pay attention to changes in ambient temperature during the actual practice. (3) While for these geometric parameters of failure wedge, the active thrust $E_a$ presents an increase trend along with the increase of $\alpha$ and $\beta$. Particular, the sensitivity of dip angle of retaining wall-back $\alpha$ on the active thrust $E_a$ was much greater than that of the dip angle of frozen backfill soil $\beta$, which implies a fact that the selection of vertical wall-back should be more effective than reducing the frozen backfill dip angle if the aim is to reduce the active earth pressure.

Table 2: Comparison of Coulomb’s active earth pressure results between previous studies and our work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$ (°)</th>
<th>$\beta$ (°)</th>
<th>$b$ (m)</th>
<th>$B$ (m)</th>
<th>$q$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$E_a$ (kN·m$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>$\theta_{cr}$ (°)</th>
<th>$Z_{E_a}$ (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>108.86</td>
<td>108.90</td>
<td>108.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>121.26</td>
<td>121.30</td>
<td>117.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>136.14</td>
<td>136.20</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>143.55</td>
<td>146.60</td>
<td>137.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>163.28</td>
<td>162.30</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Basic value and the corresponding contrast values of these variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>$\alpha$ (°)</th>
<th>$\beta$ (°)</th>
<th>$\delta$ (°)</th>
<th>$\phi$ (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic value</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast value</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Variations of the active thrust $E_a$ with the involved variables.

The dip angle of retaining wall-back $\alpha$ and the friction angle of frozen backfill soil $\phi$. Specifically, the critical wedge failure angle $\theta_{cr}$ has a contrast trend with the change of dip angle of frozen backfill soil $\beta$ and the friction angle of retaining wall-back $\delta$. Furthermore, the sensitivity of dip angle of retaining wall-back $\alpha$ has an approximate influence on the parameter $\theta_{cr}$ with the index $\beta$, which is much different from its impact on the active thrust $E_a$. Meanwhile the friction angle of frozen backfill soil $\phi$ has much more significant influence on the critical wedge failure angle than the index $\delta$.

Figure 9 displays the change characteristics of the action position $Z_{E_a}$ of active thrust with the distance $b$ between surcharge position and wall-back. It should be emphasized that the index $\mu$ has a little impact on the action position $Z_{E_a}$.
of active thrust. However, it is much less important to change the failure wedge characteristics compared with frozen backfill materials and wall-back roughness, so it is simplified as a constant $\mu$.

According to Figure 9(a), the action position $Z_{Ea}$ tends to a linear decline along with the distance $b$, which means the active thrust changes to be deeper with the surcharge far away from the wall-back. Meanwhile, it is also clear that the action position $Z_{Ea}$ has a rising trend to the surface along with the increase of $\alpha$ and $\beta$. And it also tends to the shallow condition together with the increase of $\delta$ and the decrease of $\phi$. The higher sensitivity of these parameters on the action position $Z_{Ea}$ is still the indexes $\alpha$ and $\phi$.

6. Conclusion

In this work, an analytical solution of active thrust, critical wedge failure angle, and its action position under the effect of local surcharge in cold regions is presented. This method can be considered the effect of any kind of local surcharge.
and freeze-thaw environment comprehensively. Some main conclusions can be listed as follows.

(1) A simplified equivalent moment model of surcharge is proposed in this work on the premise of maintaining the basic Coulomb’s earth pressure assumptions. The detailed derivation procedures are provided as a typical example to obtain the active thrust, critical wedge failure angle, and its action position subject to a strip surcharge. Compared with the previous approaches, it tends to be easier to evaluate all parameters ($E_a$, $\theta_c$, and $Z_{E_a}$) of the Coulomb’s active earth pressure than those previous studies.

(2) Any kinds of the local surcharge even nonuniformly distributed loading acting on the frozen backfill surface can satisfy the following two requirements simultaneously. Our proposed equivalent moment model can be suitable to calculate Coulomb’s earth pressure parameters. Firstly, the local surcharge can be equivalent to one or more concentrated loadings. Secondly, the action positions of these equivalent concentrated loadings are clear.

(3) After comparing the previous models with the proposed equivalent moment model, it has been verified that our proposed model is reliable to analyze Coulomb’s active earth pressure subject to the local surcharge in cold regions. Moreover, it has more advances that the calculation results are more comprehensive and contain more kinds of local surcharges. Furthermore, the mechanics concept of this model is definite and the calculation formula as well as analysis process is relatively simple.

(4) The sensitivities of some main variables ($\alpha$, $\beta$, $\delta$, and $\phi$) involving the Coulomb’s earth pressure are also analyzed, and we found that the dip angle $\alpha$ of the retaining wall-back and the friction angle $\phi$ of the frozen backfill soil are two most significant indexes that influence the active thrust and its action position. Particular, the internal friction angle $\phi$ of frozen backfill soil gradually decreases at negative temperature.

**Notations**

$q$: The intensity of local loading  
$B$: The width of local loading  
$b$: The distance between surcharge position and wall-back  
$G$: The total weight of cohesive-less soil wedge  
$E$: The resultant back force  
$E'$: The resultant back force (considering the total weight of soil wedge only)  
$E_a$: Active thrust  
$R$: The resultant counter force  
$R'$: The resultant counter force (considering the total weight of soil wedge only)  
$C'$: The action site of $E$  
$C$: The action site of $E'$  
$D$′: The action site of $R$  
$D$: The action site of $R'$  
$Z_{E_a}$: Active thrust $E_a$’s action position  
$P$: The equivalent concentrated loading of local loading  
$M$: Equivalent additional moment associated with $P$  
$M_1$: Equivalent additional moment associated with $E$  
$M_2$: Equivalent additional moment associated with $R$  
$r$: Vertical distance from $C$ to $C$  
$m$: Vertical distance from $D$′ to $D$  
$\mu$: Ratio between vertical distance from $C'$ to $C$ and vertical distance from $D'$ to $D$  
$H$: Height of retaining wall  
$\theta$: Wedge failure angle  
$\theta_c$: Critical value of $\theta$  
$a$: The dip angle of the retaining wall-back  
$\beta$: The dip angle of the backfill soil  
$\delta$: Wall friction angle  
$\phi$: The friction angle of the backfill soil  
$\gamma$: Unit weight of soil  
$d$: The horizontal distance from the equivalent concentrated loading to the gravity center of failure wedge  
$\eta$: Angle between the midline of probable failure wedge and the back face of wall  
$f$: The length of probable failure surface  
$e$: The distance from the midpoint of probable failure surface to the vertex of back face of wall  
$L$: The length of the upper face of probable failure wedge  
$S$: The area of probable failure wedge.
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